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Four years after the publication of the handbook „Die Deutsche Südsee 1884–1914“ Hermann Joseph Hiery has published a complementary volume to this edited volume in which he presents historical photographs documenting the landscape, the people, and their life in the German colonies in the Pacific. In my review of Hiery’s handbook (Senft 2002:299–300) I criticised the title of the volume and the fact that it was not published in English, therefore this criticism (and the reasons for it) need not be repeated here, although the volume reviewed now has almost the same title and is also published in German only.1

After the table of contents the book starts with the editor’s introductory remarks on the ‘historical importance of the photographs’ presented in the volume.2 Hiery characterises the volume as presenting ‘an extract of the remnants of the photographic collection of the German colonial age in New Guinea, Micronesia and Samoa’ (7). The oldest photo of a young Tolai man (photo 23) was taken in 1875 (or earlier), and there are only a few pho-
photographs that were taken after 1914, because the outbreak of World War I marked the end of the German colonialism.

The book presents 546 photographs which the author and his wife Maria (to whom the book is dedicated) selected out of 5,000 photographs — that were almost exclusively taken by European men — following the guideline that the selected photos should be unknown so far but should clearly illustrate both indigenous and colonial life in the German colonies in the Pacific. Some of the photographs depict and illustrate, for example, that the Germans tried to plant rice in New Guinea (photos 318, 319) and that they also cultivated oil palms on their plantations (photo 315). Some photographs document members of ethnic groups which died out during the colonial period, others present for the first time people who put their specific print on the German colonial age in the Pacific, for example, the group of Baining who killed several missionaries during the St Paul’s massacre in 1904 (photo 233).

Hiery himself points out that what is missing in his corpus of photographs are pictures that document the activities of the ‘European Government Council’ in New Guinea and in Samoa, pictures that document the public flogging of Melanesians and Chinese, pictures that depict sick or dead Europeans, and pictures of Japanese prostitutes working in Rabaul.

What is not missing, however, are nude photographs of indigenous men and women; Hiery decided on publishing some of them, rightly arguing that these photographs document an important aspect of colonialism, namely its sexual trespasses on the indigenous peoples (9). Moreover, Hiery also points out that contrary to the sick, alcoholic or otherwise suffering European who is never depicted in photographs of that period, the suffering ‘native’ is a recurring theme for the European photographers.

In his introductory remarks the editor also emphasises that although some of the photographers are known it is generally quite difficult to find out who actually took a specific photograph, because many photos were repeatedly reprinted without the knowledge or consent of the photographer who originally took the photograph.

Before acknowledging the co-operation of a number of colleagues and institutions that helped him in realising this book project, Hiery provides some notes on the topics and the ethnic groups documented in the photographs. He concedes that there is a quantitative bias with respect to the number of photos from New Guinea compared to the photos from Micronesia and Samoa. Finally he points out that the captions of the individual photographs first mention — if possible — the name of the photographer, that the photos were only dated if this dating was ‘relatively’ reliable, and that the final abbreviations allow location of the source of the photo.

Hiery’s introduction is followed by Antje Kelm’s contribution titled “Skurrile Exoten und liebenswerte Mitmenschen. Ethnographische Anmerkungen zur kolonialen Südseephotographie.” This essay starts with a brief critical assessment of photography as an ethnographic tool. At the end of the nineteenth century photography gradually became an indispensable tool for ethnographers (such as, for example, Margaret Mead) who were convinced that they could photographically document a given culture comprehensively. Until the end of the twentieth century ethnographers were convinced that their photographs depicted and reflected an objective picture of the documented culture and its reality. It was only at the end of the last century that ethnographers realised the limits of this documentary tool. One of these limiting constraints is the personality of the photographer. Kelm points out that the photographers finally decide whether they present so-called ‘exotic’ people as bizarre — thus creating the picture of the ‘native’ that may even result in depicting them as ‘bloodthirsty cannibals’, or whether they present people belonging to oth-
er ethnic groups as fellow-men and -women, as 'amiable and peaceful human beings' (17). Other such constraints are the photographers' aesthetic convictions, their intentions and their grouping of people or their positioning of an individual. Despite this more critical approach to photography as a tool for ethnographic research it goes without saying that photography — and I would like to include video documentations here, too — is still an indispensable tool for every ethnographer and anthropologist.

After these more general remarks the author zooms in on the growing interest in photographs from the South Sea that started in the middle of the nineteenth century. First, these photographs certainly supported the myth of the 'noble savages' living in their South Sea paradise of 'La Nouvelle Cythère'; however, later ethnographers, geographers and physicians made photographs of the Pacific islands and the peoples living there with the intention of documenting scientific facts. These scientific intentions also explain why physical anthropologists, for example, photographed indigenous people, preferably naked and from all sides. For us this was and still is a degrading process, however I am inclined to agree with the author that most of these anthropologists were convinced that they contributed to scientific insights and thus to scientific progress.

In the remainder of her paper Kelm discusses 39 of the photographs presented in Hiery's volume (in the following order: photos 1, 65, 64, 66, 499, 70, 71, 446, 447, 448, 23, 24, 125, 135, 136, 114, 101, 84, 73, 74, 99, 100, 109, 117–121, 103, 104, 116, 117, 451, 72 a/b, 35, 173, 45, 106). Kelm's essay also ends with an annotated bibliography (31–33).

After these two introductory essays the photographs are presented (35–266). The presentation is subdivided into three parts:

I. "Kaiser-Wilhelmsland und Bismarckarchipel" ("Kaiser Wilhelm's Land and Bismarck Archipelago", 35–210, photos 1–393). This part covers the following topics:
   - "Der Mensch und das Land" ("Man and country", 35–97, photos 1–143)
   - "Schiffe" ("Ships", 98–104, photos 144–162)
   - "Expeditionen" ("Expeditions", 105–110, photos 163–174)
   - "Die koloniale Verwaltung und ihre Tätigkeit" ("The colonial government and its activities", 111–125, photos 175–210)
   - "Die Polizei" ("The Police", 126–131, photos 211–223)
   - "Widerstand und Kolonialjustiz" ("Resistance and colonial justice", 132–137, photos 226–242)
   - "Schule" ("School", 138–141, photos 243–250)
   - "Gesundheitswesen" ("Public health", 161–167, photos 289–303)
   - "Das Leben in der Kolonie" ("Life in the colony", 180–200, photos 332–373)
   - "Koloniale Metropolen" ("Colonial Metropolis", 201–210, photos 374–393)

II. "Mikronesien" ("Micronesia", 211–244, photos 394–492). This part covers the following islands:
   - "Marianen" ("The Mariana Islands", 211–214, photos 394–409)
   - "Jap und die Westkarolinen" ("Yap and the West Caroline Islands", 215–220, photos 410–425)
   - "Truk und die Zentralkarolinen" ("Truk and the Central Caroline Islands", 228–230, photos 446–455)
   - "Ponape und die Ostkarolinen" ("Ponape and the East Caroline Islands", 231–235, photos 456–470)
   - "Nauru" ("Nauru", 241–244, photos 483–492)

III. Samoa ("Samoa", 245–266, photos 493–546)

After the pictures, a chronological overview illustrates the history of the German colonies in the South Sea. The book ends with the list
of abbreviations that refer the reader to the sources from which the photographs were taken (277).

The book is well edited and some of the photographs are of incredibly good quality – after all these years! However, it would have been very informative if the editor had provided the modern names of places like ‘Stephansort’ (photo 14) or ‘Hatzfeldhafen’ (photo 51). Some of these old place names like ‘Käwieng’ (Kavieng, photo 2) or names that refer to ethnic groups like ‘Baininger’ (Baining, photo 233) sound somewhat strange these days, and it remains unclear who is responsible for the captions that briefly describe the photos. Some of these captions are really disturbing, for example, ‘Eine Schlittrommel-Band […]’ (a slit drum band, photo 109), ‘Kundu-Band […]’ (kundu band, photo 110), ‘Neuguineamann als Telefonvermittler […]’ (New Guinea man as telephone operator, photo 202), ‘Der Bougainville-Zauberarzt […]’ (the Bougainville sorcerer physician, photo 296), and ‘Augustin Krämer notiert indigene Verhaltensweisen auf einer Karolineninsel’8. A few references made in the captions remain unclear, like for example the ones to Kleintitschen (photo 225) and to Rascher (photo 234). ‘The people from Palau’ (depicted on photo 439) do not play an ‘Akkordeon’ (piano accordion) but a ‘Ziehharmonika’ (button accordion). The caption to photo 239 informs the reader that Albert Kornmayer was ousted because of this photo, but on page 12 Hiery states that Kornmayer was just displaced and had to leave New Guinea. There are only a few typos, but all formal criticism like this is carping.

To sum up, despite its weird title this book offers excellent photographs, some of which provide unique information about the people and their lives in the German colonies in the South Sea. The book is indeed a ‘bonanza for anyone interested in the South Sea, in its cultures, in its colonial past or in Germans in the South Sea’ (Stutzinger 2005). And Antje Kelm’s exemplary and learned discussion of 39 of the 546 photographs reveals how important and insightful the photos documented and presented in this volume can be, not only for the professional ethnologist, but also for the layman interested in various aspects of the German colonial times in the Pacific – provided, of course, that they are annotated in such an exemplary way (either in the archives in the form of good so-called ‘metadata descriptions’ or in specific publications).

1 Note that on p. 22 of her contribution to “Bilder aus der Deutschen Südsee” Antje Kelm puts the expression ‘deutsche Südsee’ in quotation marks.
3 Photo 82, for example, shows an old man of the ‘Butaram’ or ‘Tagamanun’. Unfortunately, Hiery does not provide any information about why these ethnic groups have died out.
4 “Bizarre exotic people and amiable fellow-men and -women. Ethnographic annotations on colonial photography in the South Seas” (16–33).
7 I assume the editor is, at least in many cases.
8 Augustin Krämer makes notes on forms of indigenous behaviour on one of the Caroline Islands’ (photo 452).
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Das zweite Kapitel dient der Untermauerung von Dreesbachs zentraler These eines „Stereotypenkreislauf“: Demnach aktivierten kommerziell erfolgreiche Völkerschauen in ihrer Werbung bereits vorhandene Klischees, bedienten die so entstandene Erwartungshaltung in den Inszenierungen und trugen folglich dazu bei, diese Klischees in der Wahrnehmung durch das Publikum selbst zu erzeugen (z.B. 14, 81, 181). Presseartikel, Werbung durch eigens angefertigte und gezielt lancierte Werbebroschüren, Programmhefte, Postkarten und vor allem Plakate (110–194) werden von der...